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Introduction
Cove and Altens is a dormitory area that has developed around the small fishing community
that existed in the 19th Century. The community is surrounded by industrial estates, providing
employment for many of the residents of this area.
Before the oil industry arrived in Aberdeen at the
beginning of the 1970’s there were three main
industries in the Cove and Altens area, fishing,
farming, and quarrying. These three have been the
roots of the settlement in this area from as far back
as we can find records, and Cove in Bloom
remembers and celebrates this heritage in the
way we enhance the area.
Representing the farming heritage, in 2014 we
sited two Horse Drawn Ploughs by the junction
of Earnsheugh Road with Langdykes Drive,
beside the wall surrounding the site of Mains of
Loirston farmhouse. An additional farm
implement has been added, along with milk churns, to make an interesting display.
For quarrying, three ‘Welcome Stones’ donated by Leiths,
the quarry still operating from within the village, were sited
along the coast road and the logos designed by schoolchildren have now been replaced by carvings, for a longer
life. In 2016 we added two benches to this site with
funding raised from Aberdeen Greenspace. An
information board will be added in due course. 31.7.16
In addition, we were gifted
three ‘ornaments’ made
from oil industry detritus
dug out of the tip that was
cleared out and reinstated
into land for housing, and
these represent the more
recent history of the Black
Gold found offshore.
Our most ambitious project is a sculpture based on Isie Caie, the last fishwife in Cove, and
commemorating the fishing industry. Our
plans for the sculpture needed to be fluid, a
survey of the proposed site, on Stoneyhill
Terrace in Old Cove, found that the site
was sand to quite a depth, but after
investigating alternative sites we came
back to this original site. Leith’s, our local
quarry installed a granite base, and the
completed work was unveiled by
Aberdeen’s Lord Provost and Isie Caie’s
granddaughter between them on 3rd
November 2017.
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Our regular volunteers are residents in the area, most of whom are retired, but we have help
from nearby businesses with many of our projects. Our local Sainsburys, for instance,
helped plant trees on the Community Woodland, and helped with our first litter pick; another
group helped us re-lay a footpath outside one of the primary schools, and our local plant
nursery helps every year by planting up our hanging baskets and donating plants when they
can.

Horticulture
Autumn:
•

•

A2 A3 A4 Daffodil bulbs recycled from Duthie Park have been planted in various sites
around the village, although the last two years we have concentrated on the Community
Woodland.
• A3 C1 A new sensory garden built by the Cove
Woodland Trust was planted up by
Cove in Bloom volunteers and is
now regularly maintained.
• A3 C1 Two new areas of crocus
and muscari bulbs provided by
Aberdeen City Council,
one ‘smiley face’ on the
bank beside the Diamond
bed and one ‘star’ on the
other side of Earnsheugh
Road.
•
A3 C1 A stumpery
built from driftwood and
tree stumps etc. was put together and planted up by
Cove in Bloom on the Community Woodland.
A2 Grass cutting carried out by Cove Woodland Trust
using their sit’n’ride mower along Cove Road (our
guerrilla gardening area) as Cove in Bloom shared their
mower fund with Cove Woodland Trust. Cove
Woodland Trust now maintain all the paths in the Community Woodland.

Before we started work
▪

A1 A2 A3 A4 more rockery plants added to the new
scree bed on the Isie Caie garden, Old Cove. Some
replacing plants that had not survived.
And now

•
•

A2 Shrubs pruned and dead material cleared
out of planters and beds.
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•

•
•

A1 A2 A3 A4 Kath has found that maintaining 3 beds on Loirston Green is now more that
she can manage so the regular team have taken over one of them.
A2 A3 Crop harvesting, maintenance and clearing up, and new seasons crops started in
the allotments.
A2 A3 meadows and wild flower walk mown by local farmer on the Cove Community
Woodland.

Winter
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

A1 A2 A3 Summer bedding cleared out from the annuals beds and winter pansies,
violas, bellis, and polyanthus planted.
A2 A4 Begonia tubers dried and stored for the winter in newspaper, to grow again next
season.
A2 Compost from baskets, planters and pots recycled.
A2 A4 Larger plants split, cuttings taken, seeds sown for use in the beds next year.
A1 A2 A3 A4 C3 A further 500 trees planted on the Cove Community Woodland with the
aid of pupils from Lochside Academy (this new school opened on 23rd August 2018)
A1 A2 A3 A4 Planning for summer bedding discussed
and agreed, seeds & plug plants ordered for summer.
A1 A2 A3 A4 Meadows on Community Woodland mown
by
A1 A2 A3 A4 Greenhouse and polytunnels filled with
pelargoniums, fuchsias, echeverias, aeoniums, etc to
overwinter.
A1 A2 A3 B1 C3 30 Japanese Cherry Trees donated by
the Sakura Project planted, 15 in the
Orchard Field and 15 on the Cove
Community Woodland. The Sakura Project
is a UK wide initiative celebrating the
commercial links between Japan and the
UK. The connection was arranged by our
local MP Stephen Flynn.

Spring
•
•
•
•

A2 A4 Dead plant material cleared out of beds having been left for wildlife.over winter
A1 A2 A3 A4 Weeding and feeding in the beds and planters, compost topped up.
A1 A2 Mowing & strimming started on Cove Road & Orchard, Cove Woodland Trust
managing their own land and mowing Cove Road for us now.
A1 A2 A3 A4 Cuttings taken, seedlings potted up, plug plants delivered and potted on.
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•
A1 B1 C1 C3 5 chainsaw carved Fantasy
Figures sited on the Community Woodland. These were
funded by the Coastal Communities fund and carved by
Dave Roberts (Dervish Carvings) a scientist with the
Hutton Institute who does this as his hobby.
•
A1 A2 A3 A4 C1 C2 The planters on the
Woodland Walk refilled by Cove Brownies.
•
A1 A2 A3 A4 Sakura cherry trees bases cleared
and mulched.
•
A1 A2 A3 A4 A new volunteer who joined us
during lockdown planted up and now maintains his own bed near his home.

Summer

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

• A1 A2 A3 A4 C3 New tower planter,
which was purchased during lockdown
with funds raised by Co-op
Communities, planted up for the new
season.
• A1 A2 A3 A4 C3 New hanging basket
trees, also funded by Co-op Communities, received and arrangements
made with Aberdeen Council to erect these in the Community Garden
on Cove Road.
A1 A2 A3 A4 C3 Hanging baskets filled with plants from Cove Nurseries and set
aside to grow, waiting for hanging basket trees.
A1 A2 A3 A4 Winter bedding cleared from annuals beds and composted, then
planted up. Primulas replanted in back garden beds to ‘over-summer’. Boats planted
up (by Sainsburys and in the Isie Caie garden).
A1 A2 A3 A4 C3 Dead plants removed from planters and summer bedding added
using plants grown by the group, bought, and donated.
A1 A2 A3 A4 Regular twice weekly teams carry out maintenance by weeding, tidying
& planting as required.
A1 A2 A3 A4 C3 Adding to the Wildflower Walk on the Cove Community Woodland,
this walk was prepared and first planted during lockdown.
A1 A2 Regular mowing and strimming along Cove Road, in the Orchard, and along
the Woodland Walk by Cove in Bloom & Cove Woodland Trust.
A1 A2 A3 A4 New rockery plants added and those that hadn’t survived replaced.
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Environment
Autumn
•

•

B1 B2 B3 General maintenance of the Community Orchard for the benefit of the
residents, and the environment.
• B1 B2 B3 General maintenance of the beds clearing
out dead plant material but ensuring enough left for the
wildlife over winter.
• B1 B2 B3 C1General maintenance of the 6-year-old
hedge alongside the burn on Cove Road providing homes
for many bugs, insects and other wildlife, as well as food
and hunting grounds for birds, bees, and small mammals.
The hedging was specifically chosen to benefit wildlife, but
this greatly improves the attractiveness of the area as well
as providing protection for the burn.
• B1 B2 Planting out winter bedding to maintain the
attraction of the garden beds.
B1B2 B3 Maintenance of the Cove Community Woodland which includes leaving cut
branches under bushes etc. for wildlife and leaving large areas uncultivated.

Winter
•
B1 B2 B3 Composting waste material from the beds and
recycling this back into the beds and planters.
•
B1 B2 B3 As far as practical, leaving plants to die back
naturally and provide winter shelter for wildlife.
•
B1 B2 B3 Over-wintering plants that can be stored to go back
out as spring & summer bedding
•
B1 B3 Recycled compost (Keenan Recycling) delivered to
allotments for use by the allotmenteers.
•
B1 B2 B3 Replanting with winter bedding in the Sally bed, the
Diamond bed and the annuals bed in the Community garden.

Spring
•
•
•
•

B1 B2 B3 Regular weeding and tidying up – dead material removed for composting.
B1 B3 Clean-ups along the Woodland Walk – poo and litter collected regularly, and the
path area cut back improving this amenity for ease of use to the benefit of the community
B1 B2 B3 C1 C3 maintenance of hedge continued along
Orchard field including tidying up the drystane dyke.
B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 Improvements in the Orchard field, now a
very popular dog park,
refurbished picnic bench and
seat sited there, and an area of
rosa ragosa cleared at the
orchard field to expose a stile,
allowing walkers to get across
into the field and avoid an area
of the road that floods after
heavy rain.
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Summer
•
•

•

•

B2 B3 Lifting winter bedding such as polyanthus from the beds and replanting elsewhere
for use again next year. Sustainable planting is important.
B1 B2 B3 Replacing dead or damaged plants. The basis of all our planters and gardens
are the shrubs and perennials, which are pruned and shaped
to maintain their attractiveness, prevent overgrowth, protect the
plants, and encourage wildlife.
•
C1 C2 Our younger helpers planted up the boat beside
Sainsburys.
•
B1 B3 Planting out summer bedding to enhance the
perennials that are the core of our displays.
•
B1 B3 Wood mulch from Aberdeen City Council used to
top off planters and beds, reducing the weeding and providing areas for bees and bugs.
B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 Careful supervision of meadowland
beside South Loirston Road to ensure the wild orchids
remain along with other native species.
B1 C2 C3 Restored ‘welcome’ sign fitted back into it’s
stone framework by Cove & Altens Community Council.

Throughout the year
•

•

•

•

B1 B2 B3 The planters we have are recycled timber
construction. We repair and renovate as necessary every
year.
B1 B2 B3 C1 All plantings are based on perennials and
shrubs for sustainability apart from two beds which are
planted with annuals for colour in summer and bedding
plants in winter. The other beds and planters also have
colour added for the summer.
B1 B2 B3 C1 The NLGA holds regular clean-ups and maintenance get-togethers
involving the allotmenteers who work together on the allotments’ communal areas, then
close the day with a barbecue.
B1 B3 The Community Council normally runs a spring Clean Up across the village, which
was unfortunately cancelled during Covid. Cove in Bloom started our own Autumn clean
up two years ago in response to requests from the community, this will take place this
year on World Clean Up Day, 18th September 2021.
•
B1 B2 B3 Swallow nests & bat boxes behind the bothies at
South Loirston, though the
blackbirds ignored these and
built their nest in the stacked
firewood below.
•
B1 B2 B3 C1 C2
Regular maintenance of the
wildflower bed enhancing the
farming display of the ploughs
etc., bee and butterfly friendly plants thriving. Bluebells add spring flowers as well as the
summer flowering plants.
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•

•

•

•

B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 Careful supervision of wildlife areas such as the coastal path, the
woodland walk, and South Loirston Road meadow and
verges. The flora in these areas include buttercups,
viola, purple vetch, birds foot trefoil, red & white clover,
rosebay willow herb, stonecrop, yellow rattle, thrift,
speedwell, and many more, as well as a range of wild
grasses. Bees, butterflies & other insects are busy in
these areas, and they provide habitats for deer,
badgers, foxes, hedgehogs, and other wild animals, as
well as for a wide range of birds including a variety of gulls, jackdaws, crows & rooks, tits
& finches, and birds of prey such as kestrel, buzzard and sparrowhawk.
B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 Doonies Rare Breeds Farm works in an environmentally friendly way,
avoiding use of pesticides, herbicides, etc. and following traditional farming methods as
far as possible. The land is therefore able to sustain animal and bird wildlife as well as
hedgerow flowers and grasses.
B2 B3 Bird and bat boxes sited around the allotments and on the woodland walk.
B2 B3 Our litter & poo bins continue to be well used.

Community
Autumn
•
•

C1 C2 Clean-up day at the allotments, followed by a barbecue, allotmenteers getting
together to tidy up their grounds.
Litter picking and planting visits from the Scouts, Cubs, and Brownies on the
Community Woodland.

Winter
•

•

•

C1 C2 C3 Planting trees on the Community Woodland
with pupils from Lochside Academy & from Charleston
Primary. Cove in Bloom are horticultural advisers for
the Cove Woodland Trust.
C1 C2 C3 Annual Christmas concert held in Altens
Hotel followed by Christmas tree lights switch on with
carols, Father Christmas, and mulled wine. The Cove
& Altens Community Council has invested in a live tree
which seems to have taken, replacing the cut tree they
have provided every year previously.
C1 C3 A team of 5 volunteers kept working twice weekly throughout lockdown, and
throughout the winter months, working around the Covid restrictions and the weather
so there was hardly a week went by without some work being done in the area. We
are very proud of our keen and hardy workers!
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Spring
• B1 B3 C1 C2 C3 PAINTED STONES that had been laid out
throughout the village and the woodland walk in particular were
gathered up by the Woodland Trust and cemented into a
memorial display on the Community Woodland.

Summer
B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 We continue working with the Cove
Woodland Trust which purchased part of the land crossed by the
woodland walk and we are looking after the flowers and gardens
along the path. This path is being upgraded to wheelchair
accessible stretch by stretch, Leiths have laid the first 300m stretch as a gift to the
community and have offered hardcore & granite dust for us to lay the next 300m stretch this
coming autumn.
•
•

•

C1 C2 Summer tidy up, and barbecue held at the NLGA
allotments.
B1 B3 C3 Hanging baskets planted up with plants
donated by Cove Nurseries, two basket trees have been
purchased for these, as a safer alternative to hanging
them on lampposts and arrangements are being made for
the installation.
B1 B3 C1 C2 C3 Contacts maintained with local
businesses for sponsorship support, many of whom have
sponsored us every year since we started. We have not
asked for sponsorship at all during Covid, however, we
have added a ‘donate’ button to our Facebook page, and
are receiving generous donations from the residents using
this facility.
•
C1 C2 Event held on the
Community Woodland to
celebrate both the Trust’s 4th
birthday and National Thank You
Day. Although the weather was a
bit unkind this was well attended
and very much enjoyed by those
who came.

Throughout the year
•

C1 C2 Covid has put paid to our regular pre-school group visits, though there are now a
number of classes from the primary schools and pre-school nurseries that use the
Community Woodland on a weekly basis for outdoor classrooms.
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•

B1 B3 C1 C2 Cove Wombles – two lady residents – carry on daily litter picks as they
walk through Cove year-round, as does Davey in the Cove Harbour, and others in their
own areas.

Finance C3

SOURCE

HOURS

sponsorships from local businesses

VALUE
240

donated plants from residents and local businesses

2000

donated equipment & supplies from resident and their families

800

donations, Facebook donations, funding & prizemoney earned

1400

voluntary work on woodland walk – volunteer hours

500

12500

voluntary work on beds & planters – volunteer hours

1120

28000

200

5000

1820

49940

voluntary work on fundraising & admin – volunteer hours
totals

Plans for the future
•
•

•

•

Information boards for the Farming Display, Heritage Stones and Isie Caie Sculpture are
in the hands of manufacturers presently working on design prior to construction.
Maintaining the woodland walk will continue. We are working with the Cove Woodland
Trust which now owns the land crossed by the woodland walk and has been named by
the residents as Cove Community Woodland. Various improvements are ongoing, with
Cove in Bloom looking after the planting and floral displays. 2000 new trees have been
planted and a Sensory Garden constructed. Upgrading the path to wheelchair accessible
has commenced with a donation of supplies and work from Leiths, bringing approx. ¼ of
the path up to standard. Funding is being applied for to continue this work in stages until
the full length is completed.
The Sakura Project cherry trees are on a national map and we expect tourism to become
a part of their annual flowering season. A request has been made to the council to name
the park on South Loirston Road after Thomas Blake Glover (the Scottish Samurai).
Plans are still developing to transform the present coastal path running from Cove to
Aberdeen into a Heritage Trail/ Cycle Trail. It is hoped to name this path the Isie Caie
Trail and provide information boards about the area along the way. Support is being
sought from various local bodies, including community groups in the neighbouring area
of Torry, the Aberdeen Harbour Board, the Health Board, Aberdeen City Council, and
NESTRANS. This is a long-term goal and is expected to take a lot of behind the scenes
talking and planning before any progress is seen.
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•
•

•

An historic problem with Japanese Knotweed on a steep bank of land in the harbour area
has been dealt with, however this continues to be monitored.
Due to Covid restrictions it was felt that the Cove Garden Competition could not proceed
last year, however plans are in hand to reinstate this event in 2022 to encourage pride in
the area.
Consolidation and recruiting volunteers are the basic background plans, and will involve
awards, get-togethers, and other encouragements for volunteers.

PRESS CUTTINGS
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